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1. Introduction: Habits and Skills in Phenomenology and Embodied Cognition

“There is no place in the phenomenology of fully absorbed coping”, writes Hubert Dreyfus, “for mindfulness. In flow, as Sartre sees, there are only attractive and repulsive forces drawing appropriate activity out of an active body”.1 Among the many ways in which history animates dynamical systems at a range of distinctive timescales, the phenomena of embodied human habit, skilful movement, and absorbed coping are among the most pervasive and mundane, and the most philosophically puzzling. In this essay we examine both habitual and skilful movement, sketching the outlines of a multi-dimensional framework within which the many differences across distinctive cases and domains might be fruitfully understood. Both the range of movement phenomena which can plausibly be seen as instances of habit or skill, and the space of possible theories of such phenomena are richer and more disparate than philosophy easily encompasses. We seek to bring phenomenology into contact with relevant movements in psychological theories of skilful action, in the belief that phenomenological philosophy and cognitive science can be allies rather than antagonists.

We aim to identify some tensions within recent phenomenological approaches. In rejecting “mindfulness” and arguing that “mindedness is the enemy of embodied coping”,2 we suggest that Dreyfus is representative of many theorists and practitioners who privilege one aspect or feature of the phenomenology of flow as if it captured the entire phenomenon. Though we do not theorise flow explicitly here, the constructive view we sketch in the final section of the paper is closer to Csikszentmihalyi’s idea that sustained flow experience requires ongoing challenge, the sense of having one’s skills constantly stretched: as he puts it, “although the flow experience appears to be effortless, it is far from being so”, and often involves “highly disciplined mental activity” in the form of “complex mental operations...completed in a few seconds, perhaps in a fraction of a second”.3 The kind of mental operations in question are not reflective or considered deliberations, not intellectual instructions to the body, and yet they are in the realm of the psychological, both complex and mindful. Explaining just what ‘mindful’ operations might be in play here for different practitioners on different occasions – what mixes of rich attention, kinesthetic awareness, inter-animated forms of memory, and
idiosyncratic sensuous experience – will require careful consideration of many different cases of skilful and absorbed embodied activity.

So the view which we take Dreyfus to exemplify reveals, in contrast, what we see as an unnecessarily anti-psychological tendency in some influential contemporary phenomenologies of habit and skilled movement. In response to this over-reaction to intellectualism, we draw on alternative, more practice-based phenomenological approaches in the work of Elizabeth Behnke, Maxine Sheets-Johnstone and others, which ground richer conceptions of animated embodiment in action. Central forms of flexible and adaptive actions which are clearly not the product of deliberation or explicit reflection can nonetheless be best understood as involving certain sorts of (dynamic, embodied) intelligence. The ingredients of such expanded and genuinely embodied psychologies are available across a range of traditions and disciplines, but are hard to identify and integrate. This position paper aims to offer some unaccustomed resources, but skates fast and loose over many theoretical subtleties, so as to pick out and query a range of otherwise distinct perspectives which are united in their suspicion of ‘mindedness’. They misrecognize what ‘mindedness’ must involve, we suggest, lumbering it with heavy-duty computational and individualist baggage which a more dynamical, fleet-footed, improvisatory, collaborative conception of the psychological can jettison. Cognition, psychology, and mind perhaps remain thus suspect because of a widespread residual sense of what Catherine Malabou calls the perceived “cybernetic frigidity” of the cognitive neurosciences, apparently operating “in a domain of implacable organic necessity, where movement and grace seem to be reduced to mere reflex.” Like Malabou, we argue in response that there need be no conflict between brain and history, or between reflex and intelligence. Genuinely thinking on one’s feet is still a form of thinking.

We set out the conceptual and methodological issues at stake in the remainder of this introduction, then offer a brief revisionary digression on Descartes, suggesting that common interpretations of the Cartesian account of the human body and the passions can be instructively challenged from our perspective. The longest section of the paper then delineates, for the cases of habit and absorbed coping in turn, some of these anti-psychological approaches in which awareness, attention, and memory are entirely evacuated from the skilful body. Finally, we sketch a constructive alternative, which is less a single replacement theory of habit and skill than an attempt to open up a richer space for future theory, or the beginning of a search for an array of relevant parameters.

Any theory in the philosophy of action must be multi-faceted, because human action is so various: so we want to open up the study of peculiarities in and differences across distinctive action domains and styles. Smooth embodied skills and habits seem to run off more or less on their own, to be (at least when
all is going well) immune to top-down influence. But, we argue, task-directed coping, though certainly pre-reflective, is in fact open to influence of various more subtle and indirect kinds: we do influence ourselves in action, at different timescales and in different contexts, both as individuals and in groups, especially small groups engaged in joint action. How do we develop particular capacities for sequences of actions over time, and how do we adapt those actions to the needs of a specific situation? How does practice or preparation feed in to performance?

The baseball great Yogi Berra notoriously asked “Think? How can you hit and think at the same time?” Because practitioners in many skilled movement domains know that self-conscious thought can disrupt well-practised actions, they like to entrust grooved action sequences to the body, to the habitual routines of kinaesthetic memory. But because they also know that open-ended, flexible performance is context-sensitive and, in the ideal, exquisitely responsive to subtle changes in a situation, they also want to be able to bring all of their experience to bear in the moment, to bring memory and movement together, with thought and action cooperating instead of competing. An elite cricketer, for example, with less than half a second to execute an ambitious cover drive to a hard ball honing directly in at 140 km/h, draws not only on smoothly-practised strokeplay, but somehow also on experience of playing this fast bowler in these conditions, and on dynamically-updated awareness of the current state of the match and of the opposition’s deployments, to thread an elegant shot with extraordinary precision through a slim gap in the field. It’s fast enough to be a reflex, yet it is perfectly context-sensitive.

This kind of context-sensitivity, we suggest, requires some forms of mindedness. We are interested in the interpenetration of thought and action exemplified in such open skills, where salient features of the environment are tracked and accommodated in an ongoing manner. An expert skier may monitor the freezing of the powder snow as the sun goes off the slope in a late evening run, accommodating the manner of turning to those subtle changes in conditions. Likewise, the apparently effortless way in which musicians together adapt their performance every night of a long tour reflects not just the direct or immediate drawing-forth of specific styles and forms of musical comportment by a unique constellation of audience and venue, but a much broader and temporally-embedded set of contextual factors mediated by collaborative cognition. In different ways, our everyday habitual actions too retain comparable, genuine context-sensitivity when, for example, we are driving in changing conditions or cooking for a particular occasion. Even in more frequently repeated everyday behavioural sequences, like brushing our teeth or gathering together our keys and belongings before leaving home in the morning, we can remain more or less open and responsive to any peculiarities of today’s unique constellation of moods and events.
For reasons like these, philosophers of many different persuasions query Ryle’s sharp distinction between habits and intelligent capacities, by which habits are single-track dispositions more akin to bare reflexes than to complex tendencies like skills. As conceptions of agency expand further beyond the momentary, occurrent reasoner, we loosen the association between habit and rigid automaticity, and suggest that habits can be flexible and adaptive as well as idiosyncratic. Habits are thus fruitfully seen, in certain contexts, as more like immersed embodied skills: in both cases, as explicit and conscious deliberation is set within a broader picture of the non-conscious and relational constitution and maintenance of agency, we can treat both mundane and unique, both expert and ordinary socially-situated activities as among the central ways that we express, create, and transform our selves.

In seeking to develop such a richer picture of both habits and skills, phenomenologists from Merleau-Ponty onwards have often sought a middle ground between rationalist or ultra-cognitivist intellectualism, on the one hand, and mechanistic forms of pure empiricism on the other. Although there are dramatic variations, too often neglected by philosophers, in individual style and across distinctive activities, embodied activities are neither in general the outcome of detailed prior internal planning and calculation, nor stereotyped and fossilized, mechanically invariant in every exercise. While there are genuine targets at each of these two extremes in contemporary philosophy and science, the alternatives are sometimes caricatured. We prefer to see the two poles as distinctive if sparsely populated regions of a multidimensional space of possibilities: we query the standard historical narrative by which they are the twin legacies of Descartes’ dualism (section II below), and more importantly argue that the spaces between have not been adequately described and explored in recent phenomenology. Roughly, our concern is that some attempted syntheses or resolutions of the putative Cartesian impasse about embodied action still over-react to the intellectualist prong of the alleged theoretical dilemma by taking habit and embodied skill out of the psychological realm entirely. We deny that any invocation of intelligence must be intrinsically intellectualist or rationalist, and argue that there is a rich, under-explored space between deliberative calculation and ‘mindless’ intuition.

Further, we worry that the forms of evidence brought to bear in discussions of habit and embodied skill by phenomenologists, analytic philosophers, and cognitive scientists alike are often unnecessarily thin and abstract. It is not easy to understand the meaning and role of terms like ‘minded’ or ‘mindful’, let alone ‘conceptual’, in the debate between Dreyfus and McDowell. Phenomenological and cognitive philosophers alike invoke embodied skills primarily as intuitively compelling examples. In explaining the nature of continuous reciprocal causation within coupled dynamical systems, Andy Clark writes:
The players in a jazz trio, when improvising, are immersed in a web of causal complexity. Each member’s playing is continually responsive to the others’ and at the same time exerts its own modulatory force. Dancing, playing interactive sports, and even having a group conversation all sometimes exhibit this kind of mutually modulatory dynamics.10

Susan Hurley introduces her account of embodied human beings as dynamic singularities in the causal flow, “characterized through time by a tangle of multiple feedback loops of varying orbits”, by way of the following example:

Consider the circus performer who puts the handle of a dagger in her mouth, tips her head back, balances a sword by its point on the point of the dagger, and with the whole kit balanced above her head magisterially climbs a ladder, swings her legs over the top rung, and climbs back down the other side of the ladder. Each move she makes is both the source of and exquisitely dependent on multiple, internal and external, channels of sensory and motor-signal feedback, the complex calibrations of which have been honed by years of practice.11

Clark and Hurley were in a sense recapitulating the Cambridge psychologist F.C. Bartlett’s attempt in 1932, attending to social, cultural, bodily, affective, and neural factors at once, to model all cognitive activity on skilled movement:

Suppose I am making a stroke in a quick game, such as tennis or cricket . . . When I make the stroke I do not, as a matter of fact, produce something absolutely new, and I never merely repeat something old. The stroke is literally manufactured out of the living visual and postural ‘schemata’ of the movement and their interrelations. I may say, I may think that I reproduce exactly a set of textbook movements, but demonstrably I do not; just as, under other circumstances, I may say and think that I reproduce exactly some isolated event which I want to remember, and again demonstrably I do not.12

Here the rich, context-sensitive variability of embodied activity characterizes remembering, thinking, and decision-making too, with physiology by no means a source of rigidity.

Reference to such cases was still striking in the late 1990s, a necessary intervention before the ‘4E cognition’ (‘embodied, embedded, extended, enactive’) movements had taken off, when an early writer in those movements could be ridiculed in a top philosophy journal for offering a definition of cognition on which “it would seem that climbing the stairs in the dark is a cognitive process”.13 But now, with the embodied and active nature of cognition accepted as a live research program with many weaker and stronger variants in mainstream cognitive science, we can aim to supplement and build on such anecdotal evidence, seeking firmer and mutually informative links between philosophy and relevant applied fields of enquiry. Building on Bartlett, Clark, and Hurley, theorists’ attention could be directed to a wider array of the ordinary and extraordinary skills on show around us every day. Philosophers could take more account of the nature of intelligence in action by attending to the practices and conceptions of the specialist participants, teachers, critics, and enthusiasts who devote vast portions of their lives to circus, jazz, sport, dance, yoga, or other forms of embodied performance in what are often dynamic and affectively-saturated environments, and who collectively develop their own peculiar ways of communicating, thinking, and talking about their activities, often “beyond the
easy flow of everyday speech”. These are often highly collaborative activities, more like stealing horses together than driving to work alone or playing chess against a single determined opponent, and phenomenologists could draw critically on joint action research in the cognitive sciences. Working phenomenologically but also in conjunction with students of sports psychology, choreographic cognition, ethnomusicology and the like, a richer applied philosophy of mind might tap key dimensions of variation on which distinctive skilled practices differ. Likewise, with regard to more widely shared habits, phenomenologists could help forge new hybrid, experience-near approaches to everyday coping alongside theorists of material culture and cognitive ethnographers of habit. In this short paper, however, we stick to the general theoretical landscape in examining broad views on how we influence ourselves. First, we return to the apparent source of the twin bogeymen of dualism and mechanism.

II. Reinterpreting the Cartesian Cyborg

When Dreyfus suggests that “mindedness is the enemy of embodied coping”, McDowell charges him with “a dualism of embodiment and mindedness that is reminiscent of Descartes”: even though Dreyfus is not taking the body to be merely mechanical, by evacuating mindedness from “egoless” absorbed activity he too is engineering an “awkward separation of me from my body”. In a brief digression we suggest that mainstream Cartesian scholarship goes wrong precisely in ascribing to Descartes a fundamental dichotomy between true action and brute reflex automatism. In addition to the historical interest of this richer Cartesian account of how we influence ourselves as unified embodied beings, it also highlights the telling theoretical need for a more differentiated picture of the dimensions and varying characteristics of embodied responses. Some critics who defend a more exuberant and visceral form of contemporary materialism than was visible in mainstream cognitive philosophy until recently do so still by contrasting it with a deadening mechanism based on tight analogies between brain and machine. But arguably that form of mechanism is itself little more than a ghol, and we need instead, as Malabou puts it, “an approach to the machine that thinks of it not as a control centre but as an organ with multiple and adaptable structures – a future-producing organization, susceptible to an always-accruing functional differentiation”. This shift is dramatically supported when we realize that the body depicted even in ‘Cartesian mechanism’ – that imposition of order on barren matter by which Descartes allegedly sought to bypass “the concrete life of feeling”, is in fact itself a richly baroque system precisely structured on plasticity. In briefly summarizing here the case for such a reinterpretation which the current first author has developed elsewhere, building on a swathe of revisionary Cartesian scholarship from the 1980s onwards by historians of the passions and of natural philosophy, we focus on the neurophilosophy of L’homme (the Treatise of
Man). In this text Descartes delineates in detail a vision of animal spirits roaming through the pores and traces of body and brain, which is entirely consistent with his scattered remarks elsewhere, through to The Passions of the Soul, on corporeal memory and the dynamics of embodied cognition.22

We can take as representative Owen Flanagan’s account of the “Cartesian automaton”, restricted to reflex behaviour in its impoverished world, just because it is only body:

the complete system of wired-in reflex arcs exhausts its behavioural potential. What a particular automaton does, how it in fact behaves, is the inevitable result of the interaction between the environment and the wired-in arcs. Such a system is deterministic in the sense that, barring mechanical failure, there is one and only one response for each stimulus.23

On this standard interpretation, this is why Cartesian natural philosophy could exclude the contingencies of individual experience: the point of Descartes’ fables of automatons is to demonstrate that only initial wiring, together with the immediate environmental input, drive the (body-)machinery. For Timothy Reiss, these automatons are “endlessly repeatable, and by definition not particular, not the subjects of a specific history”.24 In the case of a human being, who has an incorporeal soul conjoined to the body-machine, flexibility and genuine action arise solely through the mediation of the rational soul.

But this is a mistaken interpretation of the functioning of a Cartesian ‘automaton’, which Descartes clearly and consistently describes as capable of (corporeal but entirely genuine) learning. There is no reason to accept that hard-wiring or biology, on the one hand, and current stimuli, on the other, must be the sole determinants of machine behaviour. The example of memory, discussed at length in L’homme and rehearsed again in The Passions of the Soul, makes this easy to see. Figures transmitted by, or in, the incessant motions of animal spirits or nervous fluids are “imprinted in the internal part of the brain, which is the seat of Memory”.25 This is achieved through bending or rearranging brain filaments so as to alter the intervals between pores through which the spirits will flow in future. The spirits “trace figures in these gaps”: with stronger or more frequent patterns of input, more enduring changes are made in the pores, so that the figures can be more easily formed again, in the absence of the specific stimulus.26 The pattern of the pores, which constrains the patterned flow of spirits, is itself altered over time by the differing motions of the spirits. These patterned motions are not themselves stored, but merely “retained in such a way that” previous figures can be recreated. Even if a particular input is only partially re-presented, recognition may still occur if the connected pores have been disposed so as to open together more easily.27

So, as Hall notes, for Descartes, “memory traces…consist in residual patterns of openness among the interstices of the filamentous brain substance”.28 Only physical factors need be involved in reconstruction: the soul may play a part, when united to the machine, but it is not necessary for memory operation. It
“usually happens”, according to Descartes, that “several different figures are traced in [the] same region of the brain”: thus, “the spirits will acquire a [combined] impression of them all”. So memories are motions, rather than separate atomic items, and representation in memory does not operate by resemblance. Every trace in a brain region affects any episode of processing, so every memory is composite, just as every sensation dangerously carries the perceptual history of the perceiver. This is how “chimeras and hypoglyphs are formed in the imaginations of those who daydream”, who neglect the twin direction offered by external objects and by reason. The basic mechanisms of memory, therefore, are mechanisms of creation and effacement simultaneously, for the history-dependent processes by which the nervous spirits restructure the pores of the brain constantly involve both the annihilation of certain prior patterns and possibilities, and the upsurge of new ones.

So in the memory processes of the Cartesian automaton, the effects of experience are transmitted over long temporal gaps, and are causally involved in behaviour mediated by complex internal processes. The determinism involved is not a simple stimulus/response link, for the corporeal causes act holistically. To put it another way, the case of memory shows that an automaton’s physiology changes over time. Automata with different histories, different ‘experiences’ marking their brains and bodies, will (contra Flanagan) respond differently, and a single automaton will respond differently to the same stimulus at different times after new experience has modified the pores and folds of its brain. So if ‘automatic’ just means ‘responding identically to the same stimulus’, then these Cartesian machines (which, after all, operate as they do because of the disposition of their living organs) are not automata. Genuine, unconditioned reflexes like sneezing, blinking, and withdrawing the foot from the fire are the exceptions, not the model for all action produced without the soul. There are even distinct neural bases suggested in Descartes’ fantastical neurophilosophy. Despite persistent misinterpretation of the famous image of a boy’s reflex withdrawal from the fire in the first French edition of L’homme, the pineal gland is not involved in genuine, basic reflexes, whereas it does mediate equally corporeal but complex and adaptive responses.

Because Descartes’ physiology is explicitly modelled on fluid dynamics, the internal operations of the permeable, fluid-filled body in his natural philosophy are in ceaseless, circulatory, holistic exchange with the fluid-filled cosmos. The passions are linked by “nature or habit” with particular movements of animal spirits and fluids in the body and the brain. Those connections set by “institutions of nature”, which are initially set by our temperament and nature but are sometimes still alterable, are sometimes seen as the main threat to the good life. On this understanding of Cartesian ethics, Descartes “offers the hope that by careful training, and the resolute exercise of our will, we can become not the slaves but the masters of our biological inheritance”.
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This gives the impression that Descartes took the enemy, in moral life, to be the fixity of biology, the rigidity of the machine’s programming, which it is the task of the will to overcome. But in fact the institutions of nature don’t reach all that deeply: by themselves they are neither the main problem, nor the major hope. What Descartes sees as the problem is not fixity, but our tendency to uncontrolled plasticity. Not nature, but habitus is the moral key. The term covers several kinds of variable connections between bodily motions and thoughts or passions. Habits are grounded in dispositions, which in turn are grounded in the complex dynamical arrangements of physical parts. ‘Habitude’ reaches further beyond the individual than does the English ‘habit’. All the teachings of childhood are sedimented in associations, the route by which culture intrudes into the soul. Descartes thus has a physiological basis for his concern about our prereflective views of the world. He does not hold the intellectualist view that everything implicit in our forms of life must be explicitly encoded in the brain. This would require the equally implausible separate rooting out and challenging of each and every belief. Memories do not have to be stored independently or discretely to be causally active: there are no independent storage boxes which can be either full or empty, only the sets of folding pores in the net of the brain. Our bodies thus hold cultural forms of life not as quasi-theoretical axioms but as nested sets of causal tendencies, realized differently in each brain and body. Descartes’ psycho-physiology makes quite incoherent the kind of total epistemological re-evaluation, and wholesale destruction of false beliefs, which mainstream interpretations attribute to him. We should reject these interpretations, and acknowledge instead that Descartes accepts the inevitability of working with our prereflective cognitive equilibrium, while seeking also to focus on the more damaging of the inconsistencies and anomalies, accretions of the (social and individual) past, which we have internalized.

Understanding the passions then, for Descartes, is not the simple reprogramming of a rigid body-machine by an authoritative but entirely external soul. Rather, it requires industrie – artifice, or work – the laborious and interminable acquisition of knowledge of our own habitudes and their dispositional bases. Moral life is not based on the old dualist diatribe against the body, but consists, in part, in the knowing use of habit and association in body and brain, inhabiting them more fully as we slowly apply intelligence to the reflexes and (fallibly, interminably) recolonise the body. Standard Cartesian scholarship, scarred by the inability to think outside a dichotomy between self-conscious rational thought and mere reflex, wrongly relegates all ordinary corporeal cognition to the agent’s exterior, whereas in fact Descartes saw the unique history of each embodied organic creature as grounding a much wider array of flexible responses and activities than just those mediated directly by reason.
This reinterpretation of Cartesian accounts of memory and the body unsettles, both historically and conceptually, the very idea of reducing complex embodied action to mere reflex, so much so that this reduction need no longer retain its grip as the historical shadow against which phenomenological philosophy defines itself. The plasticity in play at the heart of this paradigmatic version of mechanism confirms the non-repeatable “event-like dimension of the mechanical”. As we return to consideration of skilful action, we can see that a multiplicity of parameters inevitably influence the respective contributions of sedimented history and present input: the degree of openness of the skill; the rate and familiarity of change in the current environment; the risk/benefit trade-off of improvisation; and whether it is one person interacting with a quiescent environment or also co-acting with others in a changing world, as in stealing horses together. In refusing the separation of embodied activity from psychology, we need to develop a feel for the shapes and complexities of this multi-dimensional space where the parameters are yet to be fully discovered.

III. Habit and Skill Without Psychology: Over-reacting to Intellectualism

We suggest that some phenomenological accounts of embodied activity are built on over-reactions to ultra-cognitivist intellectualist or rationalist theories. Intellectualist views in the psychology of expert systems or in classical motor control theory have two broad characteristics or commitments: action involves the application of explicit rules, and the agent builds up and draws directly on a rich and relatively stable domain-specific knowledge base composed of causally active explicit representations. In some versions, this process might be consciously accessible, whereas on other views access to that expert knowledge has been wholly proceduralized. These views, which have been effectively and persuasively criticized by Dreyfus and others, are not our targets here. We note, as has Dreyfus, that fast and rapidly-changing dynamic domains like open-skill sports or improvisatory jazz make intellectualist approaches particularly hard to credit. There is no complete specification of the task domain available to be internalized, and even if there was, it could not be searched and applied in time: with little more than half a second to react before the cricket ball reaches you, how could you think first, then act?

Any intellectualist requirement of a deliberate, pre-planned, explicit blueprint which is merely executed in the expression of embodied action would, we agree, impose an overly static psychology on actions which are often sculpted on the fly, in response to the needs of the moment, and on the basis of a dynamic implicit repertoire of tendencies and potential responses. Our concern is not with the phenomenological critique of ultra-cognitivism, but with the constructive alternatives available. In particular, we think it unhelpful to discard psychology entirely in the process of discarding an overly static psychology. It
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is too simple just to de-centre conscious, effortful, controlled responses in favour of intuitive, attuned, flowing responses, because this merely reverses the values of an unnecessarily dichotomous scheme. We address first habit, then skill and absorbed coping.

Bill Pollard argues that habits are central to agency: identifying someone’s action as habitual can, in certain circumstances, be an effective explanation of that action, locating it “in one pattern in the agent’s career”. Compared to compulsions and addictions, habitual actions are more open to influence: even though they do not require “any preceding deliberation”, they are still unlike mere reflexes in that the agent retains some direct power to intervene and control. But Pollard thinks that this link between habit and agency requires a severing of the link between habit and psychology, where he treats ‘psychology’ as the realm of beliefs, desires, intentions, and reasons, and as requiring “that the agent has some privileged perspective on her own psychological condition”. Given these assumptions about psychology, he recommends placing it at the margins of the philosophy of action, and he invokes much the same line of thought as Yogi Berra or Dreyfus: “For whilst thought is very helpful when we are in novel or important circumstances, the rest of the time it rather gets in the way. In a slogan we might say: we only think when our habits give out.”

So Pollard is assuming that when habits are in play, there is no thinking. We query this background assumption that thought is or requires “preceding deliberation”, and the corresponding sharp line between psychology and embodied action. In contrast, we agree with Brett and Sheets-Johnstone that even in the most habitual activities – brushing teeth, washing hands, weaving through a crowd – we often retain significant levels of care, attention, and kinetic awareness. Even if the initiation of the habitual action is now outside our sphere of attention, the exercise of many habits intrinsically involves certain kinds of monitoring. No matter how effectively we have grooved and routinized our expertise as drivers or ball-players, as Brett points out, “the habit of paying attention to the road is one of the necessary ingredients in being a good driver, just as the habit of keeping one’s eye on the ball is essential to being a good ball-player”: there is therefore in habitual action no inevitable lack of care or attention. Likewise, Sheets-Johnstone cautions that

when Luria speaks of the *automatization* of movement, it is important to point out that he is describing the way in which a single impulse is sufficient to activate a kinetic melody, and not asserting that one is unaware of writing one’s name, that one is unconscious of doing so, or that one can nod off while the process continues by itself.

So it is an unnecessary constriction on the dynamics of thought to assume that what is done from force of habit must be done without thinking: as Brett argues, a “continuum of cases” will range from more channelled and stereotyped responses to nearly identical situations, “to those in which attentiveness and variation are an essential part”. As well as offering a more complex picture of
habitual actions, this perspective also points to a common framework for habits and skills, in which different cases may vary on a range of distinctive dimensions.

Turning then to skill, we can pick out features of the work of Dreyfus, Elizabeth Ennen, and Michael Wheeler, as exhibiting related over-reactions to intellectualism. Our concern, again, is that these theorists tend to evacuate psychology entirely from action, running the risk of thus neglecting the complex interplay between embodied dynamical factors and cognitive factors. In finding “no place” for mindfulness in “the phenomenology of fully absorbed coping”, Dreyfus retains and underlines a fundamental dichotomy between what he elsewhere calls “two distinct kinds of intentional behaviour: deliberative, planned action, and spontaneous, transparent coping”. This spontaneous, attuned responsiveness or intuitive coping is entirely dominant at high levels of expertise, whether in sport, chess, nursing, or driving. At the highest stage in the ‘Dreyfus model’ of skill acquisition, action management and decision-making do not even appear as problems for the expert practitioner. As a result of a long history of engagement with a complex domain, “an immense library of distinguishable situations is built up on the basis of experience”, allowing fresh “experience-based holistic recognition of similarity” in the present. When emotionally engaged and achieving a maximal grip on a complex situation, context-sensitivity is simply built in as part of the ongoing activity:

with enough experience in a variety of situations, all seen from the same perspective but requiring different tactical decisions, the brain of the expert gradually decomposes this class of situations into sub-classes, each of which requires a specific response. This allows the immediate intuitive situational response that is characteristic of expertise.

Practical experience is thus immeasurably more valuable than mere factual knowledge of a domain. Aligning themselves with the scorn for critics exhibited by practitioners in some domains of embodied expertise, Dreyfus and colleagues forcefully and negatively compare professional political commentators to “articulate chess kibitzers, who have an opinion on every move, and an array of principles to invoke, but who have not committed themselves to the stress and risks of tournament chess and so have no expertise”. Only when one is involved, and gets a lot of practice, will the body take over and do the rest. There is then neither thinking nor awareness, neither attention nor choice: at this level of fluid performance, “an expert’s skill has become so much a part of him that he need be no more aware of it than he is of his own body”. On this account, then, there is no interplay of automatic and controlled factors when all is going well in an expert’s attuned embodied activity, no dynamic interaction of cognition and reaction or of strategy and skill.

In an impressive extension of Dreyfus’s phenomenology, Elizabeth Ennen maps this picture of absorbed skilful coping on to a neuroscientific account of
skill memory, under which label she addresses habit memory and sequence memory. The non-conscious fluidity of expert activity, Ennen argues, is grounded in the “non-representational mechanisms of the striatal system”, involving in particular highly context-dependent and non-transferable dispositions to respond readily in complex but specific ways.\textsuperscript{55} Such “smooth and unobtrusive responsiveness to circumstances” does not require any conscious knitting together of distinct stored items, because that work has already been done in the course of experience: perceptual-motor chunks “lose their individual identities and become, in a sense, inaccessible”, and thus “not de-coupleable from their sources”.\textsuperscript{56} For these reasons, responses based on skill memory are fast and fluid, quite unlike slow, conscious decision-making processes which draw explicitly on declarative knowledge. Once a sequence has been successfully proceduralized, its activation is non-conscious, involving no awareness, attention, anticipation, accessibility, or articulation. For Ennen, this account vindicates Dreyfus’ phenomenology of ‘mindless’ everyday coping skills.\textsuperscript{57}

Although phenomenological views like these have many subtleties and complications, on these central points the picture is clear, and in firm agreement with a range of views elsewhere in the philosophy of mind. Despite their other differences, for example, Dreyfus and Searle agree broadly that as skill develops the verbalizable rules on which novices rely are not wired in, internalized, or memorized: instead “repeated practice enables the body to take over”.\textsuperscript{58} Likewise, Fred Dretske argues that “in the case of all skilled actions, whether it be tying your shoelaces, playing a musical instrument, or dribbling a basketball – the mind goes elsewhere while the body performs.”\textsuperscript{59}

Despite their differing views on other matters, we suggest that all these philosophers successfully avoid ultra-cognitivist intellectualism in the theory of skilful embodied action only at the cost of entrenching the core intellectualist (and pseudo-Cartesian) dichotomy, even if reversing the values attached to its twin poles. If the intellectualist privileges slow, controlled, effortful planning, and sees cognitively-permeable, verbalizable conscious thought as the root of skilful action, the anti-intellectualist over-reaction is to privilege fast, effortless, intuitive and entirely non-cognitive responses which are merely the flip side of the same dichotomy.\textsuperscript{60} Such privileging of intuition is both culturally and intuitively appealing, as attested by the popularity of Gladwell’s theory of ‘thin-slicing’, by which we unconsciously find the right patterns in situations faster and more effectively than we would by conscious and deliberate thinking.\textsuperscript{61} The pressure to see mindfulness or mindedness as the enemy of embodied coping is also powerful in practitioners’ lore in sport, music, and dance. Top sportspeople say that “when you’re playing well you don’t think about anything”, and one leading sports psychologist recommends that “you absorb yourself in the moment”, while musicians typically downplay knowledge and
conceptual memory, wanting to entrust performance to the hands or to motor
processes.62 Introspection and reflection are sometimes viewed with suspicion,
as potentially disruptive influences, and it is not a compliment to say that
someone talks a good game.

In addition to the dynamical neuroscience on which Dreyfus occasionally
draws, there is also empirical research in these applied domains that could be
put to service in the attack on mindedness, of which we mention just one
example here in lieu of fuller discussions on other occasions.63 Visual
neuroscientists have discovered that elite players in a high-speed ball sport like
cricket actually look away from the ball (to the predicted bounce point on the
pitch) significantly earlier than novices.64 It might appear then that the
entrenched verbal maxim ‘watch the ball’ is, as Dreyfus might put it, a mere
training wheel, an awkward linguistic residue of early practice, a beginner’s
tag which is now severed from the expert’s intuitive responses, or a semantic
intrusion which the engaged body no longer needs.65

Before sketching an alternative interpretation of some of these lines of
thought and evidence, we note finally the impressive synthesis of
phenomenology and cognitive science developed in the recent work of Michael
Wheeler. Fusing Heidegger’s philosophy with embodied, embedded cognitive
science in the quest for “a land beyond Cartesianism”, Wheeler offers the most
sophisticated account yet of absorbed coping without mindedness, in which
personal and sub-personal levels of description are mutually constraining.66 We
are “thrown machines”, always already embedded in a context, and we don’t
have reflectively to match a representation of our current situation against a
library of stored, context-free representations. Instead, smooth practical activity,
whether in habitual behaviour or embodied skill, is our basic mode of
interaction. When equipment “becomes a transparent feature of the human
agent’s phenomenal world”, the agent “has no self-referential awareness of
herself as a subject over and against a world of objects”: there is no need to
recognize the doorknob as a doorknob as it turns. But Wheeler’s treatment of
hitch-free coping stresses two points which are not always highlighted by
Dreyfus. Firstly, there is still “a form of awareness” in play, which Wheeler
explains on the basis of Heidegger’s “circumspception” as an action-oriented
form of embodied knowledge of how to use equipment in accordance with
normatively constrained public practices.67 The neural mechanisms
underpinning this kind of smooth coping, Wheeler argues, are likely to exhibit
“extreme non-trivial causal spread”, rather than any localizable or repeatable
program driving the motor processes. In sport, for example, Wheeler therefore
suggests that “the neural contribution may be more a matter of nudges and
triggers than specification and control, with the real intelligence residing in
bodily (e.g., muscular) adaptations and dynamics.”68 Secondly, Wheeler
acknowledges the diversity and complexity of practical activity, following
Heidegger in noting a number of ways in which smooth coping can be disturbed as equipment breaks, malfunctions, or gets in the way, and when the agent must take a step away from absorbed circumspection, for example “by calling a temporary halt to her activity, and by engaging, instead, in practical thinking”.

So Wheeler does see fluid, adaptive embodied cognition as a form of conscious intelligence, and also rightly encourages us to examine a spectrum of subtly different intermediate cases between absorbed coping and entirely detached theoretical reflection, in which the “pure circumspective know-how” characteristic of entirely hitch-free coping might actually be “somewhat rare”.

Yet he still depicts “thinking” as something that happens only in breakdown, and not when the expert is simply adjusting to minor variations in dynamic task constraints. This point lies at the heart of the diverse views we have canvassed in this section, which for all their differences in method and emphasis converge on a rejection of all forms of ‘mindedness’ within both habitual and skilful embodied coping. Although they start from a plausible rejection of the idea that action is driven by explicit rules or inner blueprints accessed by way of conscious reflective deliberation, both philosophers and scientists go too far in the other direction by treating expertise as entirely intuitive, the sole product (as Dreyfus put it) of “attractive and repulsive forces drawing appropriate activity out of an active body”. In thus taking embodied activity right out of the psychological realm, these theories paradoxically reinforce dichotomies between doing and knowing, or acting and thinking, which we might have hoped to overcome.

IV. Habit and Skill in Expanded Psychologies: Applying Intelligence to the Reflexes

If we want to bring embodied skills within the realm of an enriched and expanded psychology, and to suggest that the body which takes over in engaged practice might itself be minded, we need to respond to applied, empirical, and phenomenological concerns alike. We start with the case of verbal maxims or cue words like ‘watch the ball’, or tags for improvisational jazz pianists such as ‘sing while you’re playing’ or ‘jazz hands’. In both cases, it does seem that such linguistic tags and nudges are not used only by beginners, as Dreyfus might expect. The most experienced elite cricketer in our pilot series of interviews told us that “I personally say ‘watch the ball, play straight’, before every single ball that’s bowled”: this isn’t simply a preparatory tactic in the quiescent peacetime between periods of mindful activity, because “I usually say that just as the bowler’s heading up into his delivery stride. So that’s at the point of delivery.”

It’s true that ‘watch the ball’ is not an instruction sent from a detached mind to an obedient body, the top-down (re-)programming of the body-machine. The function of the verbal maxim is not exhausted – perhaps even no longer significantly affected – by its semantic content: rather it operates in real time as a material symbol, an iterated and interactive self-stimulatory loop. The role
of “instructional nudges” like ‘watch the ball’ or ‘jazz hands’, as Wheeler suggested, need not be precise control of the microstructure of action: yet the expert performer is using these verbal components of multi-modal embodied routines to distribute intelligence, coordinating or often re-setting and re-chunking patterns of movement or affect or mood, as one among many forms of scaffolding that support the embodied rebuilding of action sequences from the inside. The mind does not only intrude during ‘offline’ strategic rehearsal or at moments of breakdown. Rather, thought, talk, or memory can interact with practised embodied skill at a range of timescales, both in real time at the height of performance, and in temporally complex feedback loops.

This line of thought, we submit, should not be surprising. Where Dreyfus pictures the context-sensitivity of expert performance as having all been set up in advance, the simple drawing forth of the appropriate option from the experienced and attuned body, we argue that genuine expertise often requires the rapid switching of modes and styles within the performance context. Grooved embodied action must thus be open, under certain circumstances, to the influence of explicit knowledge, specific memories, or particular decisions. Admittedly, these influences cannot operate simply as top-down triggers of fully structured motor programs: rather, expertise is in part the training up of the right indirect links between thought and action, not the evacuation of thought from action.74 We do not need to oppose mindfulness to “attractive and repulsive forces”, for mindfulness is itself a complex and dynamic field of embodied forces.

In a series of papers which combine internal critique within phenomenology with the development of a new constructive approach to embodiment, Elizabeth Behnke offers a very different picture of the complexity of kinaesthetic awareness. Phenomenologists, she argues, have too often exclusively and damagingly concentrated on the alienating and disruptive roles of attention and thought. Where Dreyfus, in seeking to overcome the twin evils of intellectualism and mechanism, sees the expert as equally unaware of his skill and of his body, Behnke complains that “in attempting to save the Body from being regarded as a mere thing or object that is other than ‘me’, existential phenomenology tends to emphasize the completely tacit, anonymous, pre-reflective Body, and even to privilege a state in which we do not feel or notice our own Body ‘in the act’ at all.” Although, as Behnke notes, there are also more positive and detailed accounts available of “the experientially absent Body in its intertwining with its environment”, her characterization here fits the views of Dreyfus and others which we discussed in the previous section. We concur with her diagnosis that “not sensing one’s Body”, as the Dreyfusian expert does, “is cause for concern”, a potentially damaging form of “sensory-motor amnesia”. Behnke acknowledges that becoming aware of my own Body may sometimes bring “alienation and rupture”, as those hostile to mindedness point
out: but this is not inevitable, for “there are also ways to feel myself Bodily from within, in lucid awareness, without necessarily making my own Body into a separate object over and against ‘me’."

In both habitual action and skilled movement, on this alternative perspective, neither attention nor awareness is the enemy of embodied coping. Kinaesthetic awareness is indeed fully experiential, and many skilled practitioners in embodied disciplines actively cultivate “the very event of undergoing sensous affection in a thoroughly bodily way, directly sensing this undergoing itself as a streaming moment of subjective bodily life”. Here, somatic education and re-education is entirely within the realm of an expanded psychology, as by way of somatic perception we can inhabit movements from within, exploring nuances of bodily possibilities that are otherwise often simply taken for granted. The kind of awareness and subjectivity at stake here is clearly not solipsistic or intellectualist, for it is always actually or potentially dispersed and shared across an uneven world of equipment and other bodies, rather than hidden in some unified private realm: sometimes, when in the company of others, for example, in experiencing shared movement kinaesthetically… I am neither walled off from the other nor kept at a spectator’s distance; rather, I participate from within, whether I am caught up in an ongoing movement, or resist it, or initiate a new move in which another mover is caught up, and so on. Thus kinaesthetic awareness permits an encounter with alterity in which kinaesthetic autonomy and inter-kinaesthetic connectivity coexist.

In her extraordinary essay ‘Ghost Gestures: Phenomenological Investigations of Bodily Micromovements and their Intercorporeal Implications’, Behnke catalogues a diversity of the “ongoing kinaesthetic patterns and processes” of everyday life, “not as observed from the outside, but as experienced from within”. At different timescales, “ghost gestures” are tendencies toward movement, schematic or barely perceptible ghostly micro-movements that can persist in the body even when the implied or virtual larger-scale gesture or bodily pattern is not actually performed: I still feel the movements of digging in the garden today, or on a longer scale my movement styles hold traces of specific historical patterns of comportment due to long-vanished material constraints, cultural expectations, or moral norms. For our current purposes, the significance of such “ghost gestures [as] one example of bodily ‘sedimentation’ as the effective presence of the past” lies in Behnke’s account of the ways in which we can reactive this sediment and retrieve the tacit choreography of everyday life. Although ghost gestures are usually an “inadvertent isometrics”, in that they are both unplanned and not sensed, by coming to notice them or bringing them to awareness I can come, more or less successfully, to inhabit them, rather than letting that sediment simply play out anonymously within me. Awareness plays a key role here in the attempt to open up or counter sensory-motor amnesia, as in certain yoga traditions with approaches to embodiment quite different from sport or Western dance. Not only specific movement patterns, but also silent zones and signature patterns of
tension may be for the first time accessed or matched, less as passive parts of a static body that is ‘mine’ than as ongoing kinaesthetic acts.

In such sedimented bodily patterns, as well as in the recalcitrance of things, the competitiveness of opponents, and the general opacity of the world, we see further limits to smooth embodied coping. But perhaps awareness and attention play useful roles only in such situations, when the habitual or expert performer meets with resistances or disruption, or finds unexpected constraints on previously hitch-free practices. The enemy of mindfulness might retreat to such a position, agreeing that thought can play a variety of important roles not in performance but in practice, when the practitioner has time to employ it, either under the pressure of trouble or with the luxury of peacetime. But such a theorist might then hold firm to their central claim that active, smooth, ‘online’ coping in real time does not and should not itself involve any psychological processes. At the right time, the idea would run, apprenticeship must end, and the body must take over, leaving thought entirely out of the picture.

Again, we disagree with this understanding of the nature and role of mindedness and thought in embodied action. Skill is not a matter of bypassing explicit thought, to let habitual or grooved actions run entirely on their own, but of building and accessing flexible links between knowing and doing. The forms of thinking and remembering which can, in some circumstances, reach in to animate the subtle kinaesthetic mechanisms of skilled performance must themselves be redescribed as active and dynamic. Thought, again, is not an inner realm behind practical skill, but an intrinsic and worldly aspect of our real-time engagement in complex physical and cultural activities.

In many distinctive domains, elite practitioners specifically resist the kind of automation which Dreyfus ascribes to the highest levels of expertise, worrying that trusting the body alone to take over will lead to arrested development. Just as they challenge themselves constantly and deliberately in practice, they know that in performance they will be constantly opened up to new limits. As Rietveld argues, “every situation contains perturbing influences”, with new affective influences always potentially altering our evaluations of significance. So expert performers precisely “counteract automaticity”, because it limits their ability to make specific adjustments on the fly. We agree with Jack Reynolds that because experts must avoid “ignoring and downplaying all that is surprising and traumatic”, they remain open to the ongoing trauma of learning so as always to be able to mobilize their capacities afresh in a previously unanticipated “world of radically differentiated possibilities”. Again, the knowledge which is thus accessed in action need not be – indeed, cannot be – a stable stock of discrete items, because it emerges in real time and often collaboratively, in the interaction between brain, body, and (both social and physical) world. But, again, just because skilful action is usually pre-reflective, it does not have to be mindless. Once we cut the instinctive links many philosophers make between
thought and conscious rational deliberation, we remember that a sinuous and sensuous intelligence can indeed animate the skilful body.

By the notion of “applying intelligence to the reflexes”, then, we mean that certain patterns of behaviour which might appear stably chunked, automated, and thus inflexible are in skilled performance already and continually open to current contingency and mood, past meanings, and changing goals. Experts have opened their ‘reflexes’ up into acquired adaptive patterns, and constructed over time not a set array of clever moves, but dynamic repertoires of potential action sequences which can be accessed, redeplored, and transformed appropriately. This process can be enacted at different timescales, and it can be undertaken either deliberately, with the opening up of habits as an end in itself as in yoga, or when innovative choreographers seek to put “the implicit properties of the motor system...under conscious control”, or, as in competitive sports, it can flow into action from skilled coaching or arduous effort in the service of other ends. There are many different ways in which embodied coping is minded or mindful, varying dramatically across individuals, task domains, and cultures. We recommend the search for forms of theorizing which, remaining close to experience, highlight such differences by focussing on what actually happens to practitioners as they direct attention to kinaesthetic cues in increasingly skilful ways.
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